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Abstract The present study investigates the diagnostic

capability (sensitivity, specificity, and diagnostic accuracy)

of the Fourier transform-infrared (FTIR) technique as a

tool for the characterization of excised breast tissues with

special emphasis on the differentiation between malignant

and benign tumors. For such purpose, normal, malignant,

and benign excised breast tissue samples were collected.

The scatter diagrams of suggested FTIR characterization

parameters were plotted and the corresponding diagnostic

indices were calculated, showing maximum values reach-

ing 100 % for differentiating between normal and diseased

samples. The receiver operating characteristic analysis of

such indices reported that the maximum area under the

curve reached a value of one, which indicates highly

accurate performance. The capability of the technique to

differentiate between benign and malignant samples yiel-

ded promising results. A deconvolution of the Amide I

protein peak revealed a high percentage of ordered protein

secondary structure elements in normal tissue compared to

those for malignant and benign tumors. The results indicate

that the FTIR technique is ready for application in the

characterization of excised breast tissues.

Keywords Breast cancer � Fourier transform-infrared

(FTIR) spectroscopy � Receiver operating characteristic

(ROC) curve � Scatter diagram � Deconvolution

1 Introduction

Breast cancer is a heterogeneous disease that mostly affects

40–55 years old women [1]. The GLOBOCAN 2008 pro-

ject of the World Health Organization estimated that breast

cancer is the leading cause of cancer death among females,

accounting for 23 % (1,380,000) of the total cancer cases

and 14 % (458,400) of the total cancer deaths in 2008 [2].

It was reported that half of the breast cancer cases and

60 % of deaths occurred in economically developing

countries. The international variation in incidence rates for

breast cancer may be due to differences in reproductive and

hormonal factors and the possibility of early diagnosis

facilities [2]. The survival rate can be improved by per-

forming accurate screening for breast cancer in its early

stages.

The main motivation of this work arises from the fact

that although there are several methods that are currently

used for the diagnosis of breast cancer, such as

histopathological examination, mammography, ultrasound

imaging, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), they all

have inaccuracies.

For example, mammography is inaccurate in detect-

ing 10–14 % of clinically diagnosable cancers. It is less

accurate in detecting breast cancer without micro

calcification in compared to breast cancer with micro-

calcification women with high mammographic density

[3–5].

Ultrasound imaging is less sensitive than mammography

and has high false positive rates. Additionally, it is unable

to image most ductal carcinoma in situ cases [6]. MRI is an

expensive technique. Although it is sensitive for visual-

ization of intra-ductal carcinoma and infiltrating ductal

carcinoma when it is clinically and mammographically

obscure, it is less specific in differentiating between benign
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and malignant lesions [7]. The American Cancer Society

(ACS), American College of Radiology (ACR), and Soci-

ety of Breast Imaging (SBI) guidelines concur that

screening with MRI is inappropriate for women with

[15 % life-time risk for breast cancer [6].

Histopathological investigation is time-consuming, less

precise for early stage malignancy detection, compared to

late stage malignancy detection and may be subject to

personal errors, which could have fatal consequences if

used to select treatment for patients. Additionally, it cannot

clarify the biochemical changes that take place during

carcinogenesis [8–10].

In recent years, several medical and biological studies

have been performed using spectroscopic techniques. Since

vibrational spectra provide valuable information on the

molecular scale, including structure and composition of

biological materials, several applications in the medical

field have been reported.

Infrared (IR) spectroscopy is considered a powerful

tool in the study of various human cancers and the bio-

chemistry of cancer [11–17]. Fourier transform-infrared

(FTIR) spectroscopy is used to detect biomolecular

changes in tissues based on the absorption of IR radiation

arising from chemical bonds in the functional groups of

molecules. Such frequency changes in the IR absorption

spectrum correspond to the molecular structure, molecular

conformation, and intermolecular interactions. The peak

frequencies are used to monitor changes in chemical

structure. The availability of a certain structure is

detected via relative peak intensities. FTIR spectroscopic

analyses are currently focused on the histological char-

acterization of breast carcinoma tissues [1, 18–20].

Advantages of the FTIR technique include simplicity,

sensitivity, rapidity, reproducibility, non-destructiveness,

low cost, minute sample amount requirement, and no

staining or reagent requirements [1, 18, 19, 21]. FTIR is

sensitive to the secondary structure of proteins. The

analysis of IR spectra provides an accurate estimation of

the content of protein secondary structures and gives

information on the stability and dynamics of a protein

structure [22–24].

Previous studies revealed that FTIR spectroscopy can

differentiate between the grades of lymphoma, breast

ductal carcinoma in situ, and invasive ductal carcinoma

grades [21, 25]. Another study showed that the differences

in IR absorption of basement membranes from tumor blood

capillaries can aid in have an important role in tumor

grading [26]. FTIR spectroscopy can distinguish the

structural changes in prostate DNA associated with both

aging and cancer development [27].

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Sample Preparation and FTIR Measurement

Sixty-nine excised breast tissue specimens were collected

over a period of about 9 months from women undergoing

mastectomy. These samples were taken just before sample

disposal. The samples are completely anonymous and

cannot be related to specific patients. A histopathologist

classified the specimens into 20 normal, 28 malignant, and

21 benign tissues. The samples were kept at -80 �C before

they were lyophilized using a freeze dryer (Edwards freeze

drier, England). Sample lyophilization is an essential step

as water strongly absorbs IR radiation, masking protein

peaks [28–30]. Lyophilized breast tissue samples were

measured using an FTIR Nicolet 6700 spectrometer

(Thermo Electron, Madison, WI, USA). The spectrometer

made 16 scans per spectrum at a resolution of 2 cm-1,

covering the spectral range of 400–4000 cm-1.

2.2 Data Processing

After area normalization of all taken spectra, the average

FTIR spectrum for normal, malignant, and benign samples

was calculated, respectively. Eight absorption peaks were

selected at wavenumbers of around 1099, 1163, 1237,

1536, 1657, 2854, 2925, and 3456 cm-1, respectively.

These peaks were utilized to differentiate between normal,

malignant, and benign samples. A group of suggested FTIR

characterization parameters (peak center, peak intensity,

area under peak, relative intensity, and relative area) were

used to obtain quantitative values for the main features of

various FTIR spectra. The peak centers and peak intensities

were determined from the spectral data. The average area

under the peak was calculated for each of the selected

peaks using the trapezoidal integration method, calculated

using Microsoft Excel 2010. The relative intensity and

relative area were respectively calculated by dividing the

band area and band intensity of the Amide I peak at

1657 cm-1 (sensitive to protein secondary structure) by the

band area and band intensity of each of the remaining

seven selected peaks.

The Duncan multiple range test was performed using the

IBM SPSS 17 statistics software package to determine

whether the selected eight peaks could significantly dif-

ferentiate between the three sample types using the five

characterization parameters. These characterization

parameters were considered as diagnostic test results

characterization parameters were considered as diagnostic

tests for the detection of each breast tissue type.
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2.3 Diagnostic Indices of Scatter Diagrams

In order to calculate the sensitivity, specificity, and diag-

nostic accuracy of the diagnostic tests, scatter diagrams

were plotted [31]. These diagrams show each breast tissue

type on the X-axis and the corresponding individual values

of a certain characterization parameter (diagnostic test)

plotted on the Y-axis. A horizontal cut-off line was drawn

twice. A line was drawn in order to differentiate between

normal and diseased samples (mean ± 2SD of normal

samples [23, 32, 33]; SD: standard deviation) and another

line was plotted in order to differentiate between malignant

and benign samples (mean of malignant samples [34]). The

sensitivity of the diagnostic FTIR technique is the per-

centage of samples with the disease identified correctly by

the test as positive (true positive divided by the sum of true

positive and false negative).The specificity of the diag-

nostic test is the percentage of samples without disease

specified correctly by the test as negative (true negative

divided by the sum of true negative and false positive). The

diagnostic accuracy is the percentage of samples correctly

specified as true positive and true negative out of all tested

samples (the sum of true positive and true negative divided

by the total sample number) [31, 35–37].

2.4 Receiver Operating Characteristic Curves

In the present work, the receiver operating characteristic

(ROC) curve was utilized as a standard method to inves-

tigate the performance of the diagnostic tests [34, 38]. The

ROC curve is a plot of sensitivity versus 1-specificity. The

curve was obtained by changing the cut-off values above

and below the optimal cut-off and then calculating the

corresponding sensitivity and specificity [38–41]. The area

under the ROC curve (AUC) determines the preferable

diagnostic characterization parameter. If AUC is less than

0.5, then the test is non-informative. If the value of AUC is

in the range of 0.5–0.7, then the test is poorly accurate. A

moderately accurate test has a value of 0.7–0.9 and a highly

accurate test has a value of 0.9–1.0. A perfect test has an

AUC value equal to unity [34, 40].

2.5 Second Derivative and Deconvolution of Amid I

Band

After smoothing the area-normalized FTIR spectra with a

seven-point Savitzky–Golay filter [42–45], the second

derivative spectra were obtained using Origin 8.0 software.

Two narrowing procedures (second derivative and decon-

volution) were used to determine protein secondary struc-

ture components from the analysis of the Amide I band

(1600–1700 cm-1) [29, 30]. Since this band arises from the

C=O stretching vibration of the peptide group and its

frequency depends on hydrogen bonding and coupling of

the polypeptide backbone, it is sensitive to protein con-

formation [46]. The spectral deconvolution of the Amide I

absorption band was performed via the curve fitting

method using Origin 8.0 software to determine the ele-

ments of protein secondary structure using the frequencies

predicted by the second derivative [42, 47]. In the curve

fitting method, the peak positions, widths, and heights

corresponding to different protein secondary structure

components were approximated using Gaussian functions

[48].

3 Results

3.1 Averaged FTIR Spectra of Various Samples

Figure 1 shows the averaged FTIR spectra of normal,

malignant, and benign breast tissue samples. The spectrum

of normal tissues shows sharp absorption peaks at

wavenumbers of 710, 1099, 1163, 1237, 1450, 1745, 2854,

and 2925 cm-1. The same peaks, but with lower intensi-

ties, are observed in the average spectra of the malignant

and benign samples. The absorption peaks at wavenumbers

of 1536, 1657, and 3456 cm-1 have much lower intensities

in the normal spectrum compared to those in the malignant

and benign spectra. The assignment of main absorption

peaks is presented in Table 1.

3.2 Characterization Parameters and Scatter

Diagrams

Table 2 summarizes the characterization parameters and

peaks that significantly differentiate the investigated breast

tissue types. This table may be a guide for the use of the

FTIR technique in the characterization of breast tissue

samples. The availability of five useful successful
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Fig. 1 Average area normalized FTIR spectra of normal (blue),

malignant (red), and benign (green) lyophilized human breast tissues
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parameters for breast tissue characterization necessitated

the application of additional tests for further judging and

comparing the diagnostic capabilities of each parameter to

determine the best one. For such purpose, the two peaks

(1657 cm-1: Amide I and 2925 cm-1: asymmetric

stretching vibration of CH2 of lipids) common among all of

the characterization parameters (except peak center) were

selected for analyzing their performance (peak intensity

and are for 1657 and 2925 cm-1 peaks and

1657/2925 cm-1 ratio) using scatter diagrams. Figure 2

shows an example of a scatter diagram of two characteri-

zation parameters (peak intensity and area for the, of

2925 cm-1 peak). The solid horizontal line is the optimal

cut-off for differentiating between normal and diseased

breast tissue samples. The dotted horizontal line represents

the optimal cut-off for differentiating between malignant

and benign breast tissue samples.

3.3 Diagnostic Indices

The quantitative evaluation of the performance of each

characterization parameter and its corresponding optimal

cut-off each couple of a characterization parameter and an

optimal cut-off can be achieved using the diagnostic indi-

ces sensitivity, specificity, and diagnostic accuracy. The

values of diagnostic indices for the characterization of

normal and diseased (malignant and benign) samples show

an extremely high sensitivity for all characterization

parameters at all peaks, with peak ratios reaching a value of

100 %and having a minimum of 97.9 % (intensity of

2925 cm-1 peak). Moreover, the specificity for the same

test is also very high, reaching a maximum of 100 % (for

area under 2925 cm-1 peak) and having a minimum of

90 % (peak intensity and area of 1657/2925 cm-1 and peak

intensity of 1657 cm-1). The diagnostic accuracy provides

Table 1 Peak assignments of FTIR spectra of normal, malignant, and benign human breast tissues

Normal Malignant Benign

Peak center 1099.9 cm-1 1086 cm-1 1080.2 cm-1

Peak

assignment

Symmetric PO2

stretching (phosphate

II) [50]

Symmetric phosphate stretching modes or stretching modes originating

from the phosphor diester groups in nucleic acids, suggesting an

increase in the nucleic acids in the malignant tissues [51]

V (PO2 symmetric stretching of phosphodiesters) [52]

Symmetric phosphate

(PO2sym.) stretching [53]

Collagen and phosphor-

diester groups of nucleic

acids [54]

Peak center 1163.4 cm-1 1166.2 cm-1 1163.1 cm-1

Peak

assignment

C-O stretching band of

collagen (type I) [55]

Mainly from the C-O stretching mode of C–OH groups of serine,

threonine, and tyrosine of proteins [56]

C-O stretching band of

collagen (type I) [55]

Peak center 1237.6 cm-1 1238.2 cm-1 1238.3 cm-1

Peak

assignment

Asymmetric PO2

stretching (phosphate

I) [50]

Asymmetric PO2 stretching (phosphate I) [50]

Amide III [57]

Asymmeteric PO2 stretching

(phosphate I) [50]

Peak center 1536 cm-1 1543.1 cm-1 1539.4 cm-1

Peak

assignment

Stretching C = N,

C = C [50]

Amide II absorption (primarily N–H bending coupled to a C-N stretching vibrational mode) [58]

Peak center 1657.3 cm-1 1655.4 cm-1 1654.5 cm-1

Peak

assignment

Alpha-helical structure of Amide I [9]

Amide I absorption (predominantly C = O stretching vibration)

Peak center 1745.8 cm-1 1744.1 cm-1 1743.3 cm-1

Peak

assignment

Ester group (C = O) vibration of triglycerides [59]

Peak center 2854.1 cm-1 2855.7 cm-1 2855.6 cm-1

Peak

assignment

Symmetric stretching vibration of CH2of lipids [60]

Peak center 2925.4 cm-1 2926.1 cm-1 2928.5 cm-1

Peak

assignment

C-H stretching bands in normal tissues [59]

Stretching C-H [50]

Asymmetric stretching vibration of CH2 of lipids

Peak center 3456.5 cm-1 3301.3 cm-1 3315.3 cm-1

Peak

assignment

N–H stretching bands

Amide A band [9]
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insight into the overall performance. The diagnostic accu-

racy for the differentiation of normal and diseased breast

tissues using the present technique reaches a maximum of

100 % (area under 2925 cm-1 peak) and a minimum of

97.1 %(peak intensity and area of 1657/2925 cm-1 and

peak intensity of 1657 cm-1).

The diagnostic indices for differentiating between malig-

nant and benign tumors show some very promising sensitivity

results. A maximum sensitivity of 100 % was obtained for

four parameters (intensity and area of 2925 cm-1 peak and

intensity and area of 1657/2925 cm-1 ratio) and minimum

sensitivities of 76.1 and 85.7 %were obtained for the intensity

and area of the 1657 cm-1 peak, respectively. Unfortunately,

the calculated specificities are very low, reaching amaximum

of only 50 % (intensity of 1657/2925 cm-1 ratio) and a

minimum of 25 % (area of 2925 cm-1 peak). The overall

diagnostic accuracy parameter is not too low. It reaches a

maximum of 71.4 % (intensity of 1657/2925 cm-1 ratio) and

a minimum of 53.1 % (area of 2925 cm-1 peak).

3.4 Receiver Operating Characteristic Curves

The accuracy of the previous results can be evaluated using

the ROC curves. The AUC is the parameter of interest. For

the characterization parameter used to differentiate

between normal and diseased breast tissue samples, the

AUC for all parameters yielded a value of 1. This AUC

value indicates that the test is perfect in differentiating

between normal and diseased tissues according Greiner

et al. [40] and Elshemey et al. [34].

Figure 3 shows an example of the ROC curve for the

peak intensity and area of 2925 cm-1 for differentiating

between malignant and benign breast tissue samples. The

AUC values of the intensity and area of the 2925 cm-1

peak and 1655/2925 cm-1 ratio are 0.927, 0.913, 0.898,

and 0.908, respectively, indicating that these parameters

are highly accurate in differentiating between malignant

and benign breast tissue samples [34, 40]. The intensity and

area of the 1657 cm-1 peak show AUC values of 0.670 and

0.726, respectively, indicating that these two parameters

are poorly and moderately accurate, respectively. The ROC

curves demonstrate the superior performance and accuracy

of the present technique in differentiating between normal

and diseased breast tissue samples. It also shows that the

present technique is highly or moderately accurate in dif-

ferentiating between malignant and benign breast tissue

samples, a result which supports the usefulness of the

present technique in differentiating between diseased

breast tissue samples.

Table 2 Characterization parameters and peaks that significantly (p\ 0.05) differentiate between investigated breast tissue types

Characterization parameter Differentiates three breast

tissue samples

Differentiates normal from diseased

(malignant and benign) only

Differentiates malignant

from benign only

Peak center 1099 cm-1

1536 cm-1

1237 cm-1

1657 cm-1

3456 cm-1

1163 cm-1

2925 cm-1

Peak intensity 1163 cm-1

1657 cm-1

2854 cm-1

2925 cm-1

1099 cm-1

1237 cm-1

1536 cm-1

3456 cm-1

Area under peak 1657 cm-1

2854 cm-1

2925 cm-1

1099 cm-1

1163 cm-1

1237 cm-1

1536 cm-1

3456 cm-1

Relative peak intensity 1657/1099

1657/1163

1657/1237

1657/2854

1657/2925

1657/1536

1657/3456

Relative area under peak 1657/1099

1657/1163

1657/1237

1657/2854

1657/2925

1657/3456
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3.5 Second Derivative Spectrum and Deconvolution

of Protein Amide I Peak

Important information on the secondary structure of pro-

teins (a-helix, ß-sheet, ß-turns, random coils, and aggre-

gated strands) can be obtained by calculating the second

derivative spectrum of the protein Amide I peak range

(1600–1700 cm-1) and then deconvoluting the Amide I

peak via multi-Gaussian peak fitting.

The second derivative is a band narrowing technique

that helps to determine the peak frequencies constituting

the Amide I peak [42, 47]. These frequencies are then used

in the deconvolution process, where the convolved Amide I

peaks are totally resolved and information about peak

centers, areas, widths, and heights becomes available. The

second derivative spectra and peak frequency values for

benign breast tissue are shown in Fig. 4a. The corre-

sponding deconvoluted peaks are given in Fig. 4b.

The percentage of secondary structure content of the

deconvolved peaks for the three breast tissue types are

shown in Table 3. Several differences exist between nor-

mal and diseased (malignant and benign) samples. The 310
helix and aggregated strands are absent in normal tissue.

Normal tissue has higher a-helix and ß-sheet content (40.3

and 57.3 %, respectively) compared to that of malignant

(5.8 and 22.5 %, respectively) and benign (7.3 and 28.6 %,

respectively) samples. The percentages of unordered

structures in diseased tissues are 48.0 % for benign and

26.7 % for malignant breast tissue samples compared to the

normal tissue value of only 2.4 %. There are some differ-

ences between malignant and benign breast tissues that can

be seen in Table 3. Benign tissue is characterized by a

higher content of unordered coils, a small percentage of

aggregated strands, and the absence of beta sheets.

4 Discussion

4.1 Differentiation of Breast Tissues Using Their

Average FTIR Spectra

The large differences between the average spectra of nor-

mal tissue and malignant and benign tissues (Fig. 1) pro-

vide strong support for the possibility of differentiating

between normal and diseased tissues using a simple com-

parison of their FTIR spectra. The suggested FTIR char-

acterization parameters (Table 2) show superior capability

in differentiating between different breast tissue samples.

The first column in Table 2 shows that the characterization
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Fig. 2 Scatter diagrams of peak intensity and peak area parameters,

respectively, at 2925 cm-1 absorption peak. Solid horizontal line is

optimal cut-off line for differentiating between normal and diseased

(malignant ? benign) breast tissue samples. Dotted horizontal line is

optimal cut-off line for differentiating between malignant and benign

breast tissue samples

Fig. 3 ROC curves of peak intensity and peak area parameters,

respectively, at 2925 cm-1 absorption peak for differentiating

between malignant and benign breast tissues
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Fig. 4 a Second derivative of

averaged FTIR spectra for

benign lyophilized human

breast tissues in frequency

region of 1600–1700 cm-1.

b Curve fitting into six-

Gaussian-peak components

deconvolved components (green

curves), measured absorption

spectra (black), and curve-fitted

spectrum (red) (reduced v2. 1.5
E-12, correlation R2 = 0.999)

Table 3 Percentage of protein secondary structures for Amide I (1600–1700 cm-1) absorption band derived from deconvolved peaks

Secondary structure (28) Normal (%) Malignant (%) Benign (%)

Alpha helix (1648–1660 cm-1) 40.3 5.8 7.3

310 helix (1660–1670) 25.9 13.1

Beta sheet and beta turns (1625–1640 cm-1) and (1670–1695 cm-1) 57.3 22.55 28.6

Unordered structures (1640-1648) 2.37 26.7 48.03

Aggregated strands (1610–1628 cm-1) 2.97
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parameters (peaks and peak ratios) are capable of differ-

entiating between the three tissue types.

4.2 Differentiation of Breast Tissues Using Optimal

Cut-Offs of Scatter Diagrams

The scatter diagrams (for example, Fig. 2) show that the

optimal cut-off between normal and diseased samples is

always better (showing large numbers of true positive and

true negative samples and low numbers of false positive

and false negative samples) than the optimal cut-off

between malignant and benign samples. This observation

reflects lower capability in differentiating between malig-

nant and benign samples compared to differentiating

between normal and diseased samples.

4.3 Differentiation of Breast Tissues

The extremely high sensitivity of all characterization

parameters at all peaks and peak ratios of the diagnostic

indices for the characterization of normal and diseased

(malignant and benign) samples strongly supports the

application of this technique in conjunction with conven-

tional pathology for the diagnosis of excised breast tissue

abnormalities. The obtained values of sensitivity and

specificity are potentially high compared to those reported

for well known tumor markers are potentially high,

knowing that, for example, the sensitivity and specificity

for the golden tumor marker (Alpha-feto protein) of hep-

atocellular carcinoma does not exceed 70 % [35] (35). The

area under the 2925 cm-1 peak is probably the best char-

acterization parameter studied in this work. This parameter

emerging biomarker has shown 100 % sensitivity, speci-

ficity, and diagnostic accuracy.

Knowing that differentiating between malignant and

benign tumors is a difficult issue [49, 50], the results of the

diagnostic indices for differentiating between these two

tissues using the present technique provide supportive

information for a histopathologist before making his final

diagnostic decision on such tissues.

4.4 Evaluation of Accuracy Using ROC Curves

The ROC curves (Fig. 3) show the superior performance

and accuracy of the present technique in differentiating

between normal and diseased breast tissue samples. They

also show that the present technique is highly accurate in

differentiating between malignant and benign breast tissue

samples, a result which supports the usefulness of the

present technique in differentiating diseased breast tissue

samples.

4.5 Molecular Basis of Origin of Differences

Between Breast Tissues

One of the advantages of the FTIR technique is its ability to

provide detailed quantitative information on the elements

of the secondary structure of proteins (a-helix, ß-sheet, ß-
turns, random coils, and aggregated strands) [29, 30, 46]

through the deconvolution of the Amide I peak. Table 3

shows quantitatively that normal tissue maintains a high

percentage of ordered secondary structure while diseased

tissues are characterized by the presence of a greater per-

centage of unordered structures.

This study showed that it is possible to differentiate

between three main breast tissue categories (normal,

benign, and malignant) using the FTIR technique. The

effect of the discrepancies underlying each category on the

final FTIR profile and characterization parameters should

be investigated in a future work.

5 Conclusion

FTIR is a reliable technique that can significantly differentiate

between normal,malignant, and benign excised breast tissues.

Among several characterizationparameters that canbeused to

distinguishbetween the investigated tissues, the area under the

peak at 2925 cm-1 is the most sensitive (100 %) and most

specific (100 %) parameter for differentiating normal from

diseased breast tissue samples. The ratio of intensities (1657/

2925 cm-1) is the best parameter for differentiating between

malignant and benign breast tissues (sensitivity = 100 % and

specificity = 50 %). The ROC analysis shows that these

parameters are also highly accurate. Moreover, the deconvo-

lution of the Amide I peak reveals a higher percentage of

ordered protein secondary structure elements (40.3 % a-helix
and 57.3 % ß-sheet) in normal tissue compared to diseased

tissues. The latter is characterized by an increase in unordered

secondary structures (48 and 26.7 % unordered random coils

in benign and malignant breast tissue samples, respectively).

The present results strongly support the use of FTIR in con-

junction with histopathological judgment for the characteri-

zation of excised breast tissue samples with high diagnostic

performance.
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